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Executive Summary 

On June 7, 2006, Global Polymer Ind~lstries, Inc. (GPI), an industrial manufacturer of ultra high 
molecular weight polyethylene, UHMW-PE, products in Arlington, So~lth Dakota filed a 
complaint with the South Dakota P~lblic Utilities Commission (PUC) against the City of 
Arlington (City). The City provides electric ~ltility service to this industrial customer. GPI claims 
that poor electric service reliability and tlle poor respoilsiveness to power interruptions from the 
City is adversely affecting its business operations. 

As part of its inadequate service complaint, GPI is also concerned with inadequate service 
restoration procedwes, contingency power plans for GPI, and the facilities lnanagement of 
maintenance activities for the electric utility system. In addition to service inadequacy, GPI is 
dissatisfied with its demand billing schedule from tlle City. 

GPI is planning a plant expansion witllin the upcoming 24-months and wishes to have these 
concerns addressed and resolved before making this additional investment. 

The PUC hired Power Delivery Associates (PDA) to evaluate the GPI complaint and to develop 
an Expert Report for an ~mbiased evaluation and recoininendation. On July 24, 2006, PDA and 
Coimnission Staff visited with GPI at their industrial facilities and then with the City at the City 
Town Hall. The purpose of these visits was to review the details of the complaint with each party 
to gain insight on each party's operational details. 

The following report o~~tlines the filed complaints and concerns as interpreted by PDA. In 
section I, each complaint is identified and a brief review of any baclcgro~md information is given. 
In section 11, the findings from the site visits are discussed along with relevant findings for each 
identified complaint. In section 111, the recolninendations are made for improvements in power 
quality, service reliability and operating procedures for both parties. In conclusion, PDA has 
talcen a very thorough b~l t  independent look at both systems to identify recommendations for 
both GPI and the City for resolving the filed complaint and valid concerns. Attached to tlis 
report are the detailed findings from each site visit. 

I. Identified Complaints and Concerns 

a. Adequacy of Service -Extended D~uation of "NL~-sing Home Fire & Outage" 

Adequacy of service typically is relative to service voltage levels, power interruptions 
and their frequency of occurrence. Additionally, the utility's level of response to 
identified concerns and requests by the customer must be considered. 

In GPI's case, the primary service complaint is the power o~ltage that occurred during 
a fire that occtmed at a n~lrsing home facility served by the City. The fire involved one 
of the City's transformers. Power to the Nursing Home and GPI was interrupted as a 
result. This power interr~lption left GPI without electric service for approximately 4- 
hours. GPI feels that an alternate source of service was available from tlle City at the 
time of tlle outage but was not acted upon. 
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b. Adequacy of Service -System Maintenance and Planning 

An ongoing concern for GPI is the fact that no improvelnents or repairs to the City's 
distribution system serving the GPI plant have been implemented. There is a concern 
that the primary feed to GPI passes through the Nursing Home transfornler which is 
believed to have been damaged d~u-ing the fire and is now susceptible to failure. 

c. Adequacy of Service -Voltage Flickers and Blinks 

Voltage fliclters are cited by GPI but no specific situations are identified with this 
complaint. 

d. Adequacy of Service -Contingencv Planning 

GPI feels the City is not prepared with a fimctional plan to restore power to the GPI 
plants in the event of an extended outage sit~~ation. Although an alternate supply is 
available from the City to serve the facilities, GPI does not feel that the alternate feed 
has enough capacity at all times to meet their needs. 

e. Billing -Totalized Power Demand Charge vs. Independent Meter Demand Billing 

GPI's manufacturing facility is served with two transformers from the City. At each 
transforiner location, the City meters the energy and power consumptioil by GPI. GPI 
claims they have a standing agreement with the City to combine the metered values 
into a single bill with a single demand charge. The purpose of the single demand 
charge is to allow GPI to take advantage of power diversity with their operation and 
reduce the overall metered demand. 

GPI claims the City is not c~u-rently providing this metering and billing scheme 
although it has been provided in the past. GPI clainls the reason for the City not 
providing this service is their lack of capabilities and resources. 

11. Onsite Visit Findings in Reference to Coinplaints and Concerns 

a. Adequacy of Service - Extended D~wation of "Nursing Home Fire & Outage" 

The Nursing EIome is served by the City with a pad-mounted, tlxee-phase, 75-KVA 
transformer from the City's underground primary distrib~~tion system. An underground 
three-phase service is taken from the transformer and routed to a riser pole where the 
seivice changes from undergro~uld to overhead. The riser pole is within 15-feet of the 
transformer pad. From the riser pole, the oveshead service travels to a tlrcough-the-roof 
service entrance mast where the City makes connection to the Nursing Home's service 
entrance cond~~tors .  
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The pad mounted transformer is protected with three individual bayonet filse units. 
The bayonet filse units have under-oil cartridges that can be externally removed from 
the oil-wells. The fuse units are designed to disconnect electric power supply to the 
transformer windings and core in the event of an internal short-circuit or secondary 
overload. 

The pad mounted transformer is also equipped with primary feed-in and primary feed- 
out terminations. This arrangement allows the utility to use the transformer as a 
junction point where the power feed into the transformer can be carried onto additional 
loads. The internal transformer winding and core is tapped from the feed-in 
tennillatioils and is an under-oil termination. 

In late summer or early fall 2005, the City received a fire call from the Nmsing Home. 
In response to the call, the City assessed that the Nursing Home Center and building 
was not on fire but instead the electrical service conductors serving the premise was 
experiencing a high impedance fa~llt and creating an electrical fire around the 
overhead service wire. To extinguish the fire, the pad-mounted transformer serving the 
overhead service had to be deenergized. 

The City does not have any qualified linemen employed for operating and maintaining 
its electric distrib~~tion system. The City contracts the operation and maintenance to 
Kingsb~lry Electric Cooperative (Kingsb~u-y), a nearby electric utility. Kingsbury 
provides a dedicated employee for the day-to-day activities as well as after normal 
h o ~ x  o~ltage response. 

In response to the Nulrsing Home fire and o~ltage, the Kingsbury lineman tried opening 
the bayonet style overcurrent protective filses b~lt  the internal transformer oil was 
overflowing from the filse well and could not be opened. The decision was made to 
discoimect the primary supply cables from the transformer which would de-energize 
the transformer. The disconnection of these cables however intelr~lpted service to GPI 
as the primary feeder cables to GPI feed fi-om the 75-KVA Nursing Home 
transformer. 

The decision was made by the City to concentrate all effosts on repairing the 
secondary service to the N~xsing Home and not utilize any time to back feeding the 
Industrial Park and GPI. Although in the evening, weather conditioils were hot and the 
o~ltage was after dark and the Nursing Home was apparently not equipped with 
adequate emergency baclc~lp power needed to provide basic medical needs, and due to 
the City's limited manpower, the City wanted to restore power to the Nursing Home as 
soon as possible. 

Although the electrical system problem was limited to a secondary service, the City's 
distribution system serving the Nursing Home, GPI and approximately fo~lr additional 
customers was de-energized until the service wire was repaired. 

b. Adequacy of Service -System Maintenance and Planning 
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Over the course of the past seven years, the City has embarked upon the task of 
converting the entire overhead electric distribution system to ~ulderground facilities. 
The City has completed nearly 70% to 75% of this 10-year project. 

With this completed work, the City's infrastructure is relatively new and possess a 
higher than normal level of reliability. This predictive reliability is simply based upon 
the age of installed infrastructure and is not a guarantee of true operating reliability. 

The City owns and operates two substations which serve all of the City's electric 
customers. The primary substation serving GPI has a capacity of 2,000 KVA and has 
not been ~lpdated in recent years. The substation did receive rolltine equipment 
n~aintenance approximately two years ago. The primary substation serving GPI is not 
scheduled for any upgrades or maintenance in the near h t~l re .  

The City's alternate substation has limited capacity with a 1,500 KVA transformer 
installed. The alternate stlbstation has received the addition of new voltage regulators 
in spring 2006 and fidl station insulators. This station is slated to have a refiu-bished 
transfolmer installed in the fall of 2006 which would increase the station transformer 
capacity to 3,000 KVA. 

The primary distribution feeder serving GPI leaves the substation as an undergro~md 
system and remains an underground system all the way to the GPI plant. The primary 
feeder has some taps from it that serve additional customers. 

From the substation to GPI, the feeder is routed thsough the N~rs ing Home 
transfonner. This arrangement does not allow the prilnasy distribution cables to be 
disconnected from the transfomer witho'clt intel-r~~pting service to GPI. The only way 
to prevent this occurrence is for the City to physically rearrange the underground cable 
terminations in nearby switching cabinets to shift the GPI power flow over to the 
alternate substation. This process requires a systematic series of steps to safely assure 
uninterrupted service to GPI. 

In addition to the main power system being ro~lted tlxough the Nursing Home 
transfornler, the individual phases of the underground cable system ase ro-clted through 
residential single-phase transformers. This arrangement creates the same 
disconnecting scheme as associated with the NL~-sing Home transfosmer. 

For the concern of the damaged Nursing I-Iome transformer, the transformer was not 
damaged during the fire and o~ltage of 2005: Again, the fire was not a structural fire 
which overheated the transfosmer. The fire was a high impedance fault of the overhead 
service conductors serving the N~lrsing Home. The high impedance fault did not 
produce current levels above the ratings of the internal protective fi~ses and therefore 
was not damaging to the transfonner itself. 

c. Adequacy of Service -Voltage Flickers and Blinks 
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Voltage dips and sags on utility distribution systems is common to temporary f a ~ ~ l t s  
caused by animals or vegetation contacting energized lines, weather and even other 
customer connected faults. Although these faults are unavoidable, the City's 
distribution system upgrades should help reduce these events. 

GPI's molding machines have constant voltage and c~lrrent monitoring but do not have 
event recording capability. GPI indicated they had experienced variances and 
momentary interr~~ptions in their power supply but did not have any records to 
doc~unent any specific events. GPI could not remember a specific event in the past few 
months. 

d. Adequacy of Service -Contingency Plannine; 

The City has built into their electric distribution system the capability of back feeding 
the Ind~lstrial Park and GPI. This back-feed option is a man~lal process of plugging 
and unplugging the tmderground cables of the normal feed and the alternate feed in a 
very precise and systematic process tci complete the back-feed process. This process 
req~lires the operation to be completed by a q~lalified underground lineman as well as 
the laowledge of the City system. 

Although the facilities are in place for a contingency or back-feed plan there is not a 
documented operation procedme or switching scheme in place for guidance. 

Also, until the alternate substation is upgraded with a larger power transformer, the 
back-feed option is limited to when GPI can be switched. The existing alternate 
substation transformer is rated for 1,500 KVA and is presently experiencing peaks of 
approximately 1,350-kW which places its loading at maximum levels. The GPI normal 
operating load is 500-kW which could only be shifted to the alternate substation when 
the station loading is below 800-kW due to the limitations in transformer capacity. 

e. Billing -Totalized Power Demand Charge vs. Independent Meter Demand Billing 

The City is currently providing appropriate metering and billing services to GPI. The 
City is using the electronic meters and metering software to totalize the energy and 
power usage of GPI into a single power bill. 

111. Expert Recommendations 

After reviewing the complaints and concerns of GPI and making the onsite visits with 
GPI and the City, the following recommendations are made: 

a. GPI Distribution Feeder Ro~~ting 

Although the City has invested tremendous capital in the conversion of its overhead 
electric distribution system to underground, there remain some operating concerns. 
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The routing of the main feeder to the Indu~strial Parlc t l ~ ~ o u g l ~  the Nursing Hoine 
transformer as well as tluough single-phase residential transfonners should be 
eliminated. 

This routing scheme sends the main GPI and Industrial Park feeder through 
distribultion transformers that are much more susceptible to failuu-e than standard 
junction cabinets. With the current sclleme, if one of these transformers needs to be 
replaced or maintained, a major system switching scheme would need to be completed 
in order to keep service to GPI. This switching scheine may not be capable of being 
executed in a timely fashion due to the City staffing limitations but more so, the 
loading levels of the distribution system will not allow for back-feeding of GPI. 

It is suggested the City install the necessary URD junction cabinets along the feeder to 
provide taps to the Nursing Hoine transfornler and the single-phase transformers and 
provide a direct route of the feeder to GPI. 

b. Installation of Underground Switching Cabinet for Improved Back-feeding Capability 

The City has in place the infrastruchre for providing a back-feed or alternate power 
supply to GPI t l~~ough  a series of systematic switching steps. This process requires the 
opening of energized cabinets, handling of energized cables, and the nlanual process 
of plugging and unplugging of the cables one phase at a time to complete the baclc- 
feed. It is reconlmended this process be simplified through the installation of a three- 
phase switcl.ling cabinet at the Industrial Park junction cabinet. 

The tlu-ee-phase junction cabinet will allow a single operator to manually switch the 
power feed to GPI and the Industrial Parlc at one central location with limited steps. 
The installation of this equipinent will allow for a safe switching process to take only 
minutes without the need of llandling and manipulating energized cables. 

c. Development of Written Back-feed Switching Procedures 

Although the dedicated Kingsbu~ry Electric Cooperative employee may ~ulderstand the 
operating dynamics of the City's electric system to safely and efficiently execute a 
back-feed operation, a documented switching procedure is needed. It is not guaranteed 
the dedicated linelnan froin Kingsbury will always be available to complete a planned 
or emergency back-feed. 

A documented switching procedure will help guide any qualified lineman through the 
process of switching the GPI service between the normal and altesnate substation 
feeders. Withou~t this plan, any lineinan outside of the normal Kingsbury operator 
would find it very difficult to execute. Further more, the safety of the linemen and the 
public warrant a switching procedure for such a task. 

A copy of the switching plan and associated doc~unents should be maintained inside 
the Underground Switching cabinet. This will allow any operator to have access to the 
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procedures and protocol. 

d. Develop an After Hours Outage Reporting Method 

DLU-ing the site visit and discussions with the City, it was discovered that in the event 
of an outage after normal City work hours, no specific person is available to take 
outage calls from the customers. In fact, the customer must track down someone from 
the City to inalte notification if there is no one available at City Hall. The City needs 
to develop a system that directs an incoming outage call to a person or outage 
answering system. The system can be as simple as rolling the City Hall phones over to 
the on-call employee or to an o~~tside answering service. In either case, a customer 
reporting a power o~ltage sl~ould be able to telephone a single number to report a loss 
of power. 

e. Compliance with the National Electrical Safety Code (NESC) for Pad-Mounted 
Equipment. 

The NESC requires that pad-mounted or above-ground equipment either be locked or 
otl~erwise secured against ~mautl~orized entry. In addition, two conscious acts must be 
completed before the equipment can be opened to expose the operator to energized 
parts. 

During the visit with the City, it was obsesved that no undergro~md enc1os~~-e or 
equipment was equipped with the double loclting method. The City needs to install 
pad locks or similar devices to all of its pad-n~ounted equipment and enclosures to 
become compliant with NESC Rule 38 1 .G, 1&2. 

In addition, for the safety of the public and workers, it is an industry standard and 
recommendation by the NESC to have a prominent safety sign visible on the outside 
of all equipment to identify the hazardous voltages inside the eq~lipinent. The City 
needs to apply appropriate signs to all of its underground enclosures and equipment. 

f. Installation of Backalp Power Supplies on GPIYs PLC controls and Computer Systems. 

Because momentary power blinks and dips cannot be predicted b~lt  expected, many 
inanufact~xes install short-term ~mintei~uptible power supplies (UPS) or similar ride- 
through protection on the lnicroprocessor controls. This protection provides enough 
backup power for the comnp~~ter systems to retain the set~lps and programs for the 
manufacturing process. This allows the power capacity of the ride-through equipment 
to be limited to the computer system requirements only. 

After reviewing the power supply requirements of the GPI molding machines and 
equipment, it was determined the PLC or computer control systems can receive a 
source of power separate fi-om the main molding machine branch circuit. It is 
recoinmended that GPI install a separate branch circuit to each PLCIcomp~~ter control 
and the branch circuit be equipped with a UPS. 
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The addition of this ride tlxough capability should eliminate the sl~utdown of the 
molding machine processes due to momentary blinks and dips. 

IV. Conclusions 

After reviewing the complaints, concerns, and operating systems of both GPI and the 
City, it is believed that a satisfactory resol~ltion can be reached. GPI is operating a 
prod~~ctive and busy man~lfacturing process that heavily depends on reliable electric 
service. GPI is working in an on-demand market place that is time dependent on 
production and product delivery. GPI is sensitive to any interruptions in their 
manufactusing process whether it is the receiving of materials or available power to 
complete the manufacturing process. Therefore, the concern for the request to address 
operating limitations is understood and reasonable. 

For the City, it has made a tremendous investment to improve its electrical distribution 
system by converting the overhead facilities to underground. The primary cause of power 
intei-r~~ptions for typical utilities is vegetation related. The conversion to an underground 
distrib~~tion system will certainly help to improve this type of interruption. 

Overall, the City has a stable and well maintained system. However, it has allowed the 
layout of its distrib~ltion feeders to reduce its operating strengths. The routing of the 
~ndergro~md feeder through residential and commercial transformers increases the 
potential for a sustained outage to the Industrial Park. This strength of the ~mderground 
system is limited to a single residential transformer. 

Wit11 the installation of a series of junction cabinets and a switching cabinet, the City can 
truly realize the strengths of its investment in the underground system. The installation of 
this equipment will bring the distribution system in line with the acceptable standards of 
an industrial customer the size of GPI. 

GPI is planning to expand its plant operation in the next 24-months with a new line of 36- 
molding machines. This expansion will require additional capacity from the City's 
distribution system of approxin~ately 250 to 300-1cW. This additional load onto the City's 
system can be supported from the existing primary substation b ~ ~ t  not from the alternate 
substation system at this time. The City plans to upgrade the alternate substation with 
additional capacity and if completed as scheduled in the fall of 2006, the altemate 
substation will be capable of supporting the proposed plant addition when needed. 

With the goal of improving manufacturing reliability with improved power quality, GPI 
holds some responsibility itself. With the highest level of maintenance and the most 
improved system in place, the electric utility grid is susceptible to blinks, dips and 
interruptions which affect the electric customer. Therefore, the customer holds the 
responsibility of implementing Power Quality (PQ) improvement measuses if these 
normal system anomalies are critical to the manufacturing and work flow process. For 
GPI, the implementation of UPS protected branch circuits to the PLC and computer 
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control systems would be considered a reasonable investment on their part. 

It is of Expert opinion that if the City implements the recommended improvements and in 
doing so, GPI will be receiving acceptable and industry standard electric service from the 
City. 
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Attachment 1 
City of Arlington Site Visit Evaluation and Findings 

Global Polymer Ind~~stries, Inc. versus City of Arlington, So~lth Dakota 
July 24, 2006 

On July 24,2006, a site visit was conducted with the City of Arlington (City) by Power Delivery 
Associates, Inc.(PDA), consulting Expert for the So~~tlth Dakota Public Utilities Colnn~ission and 
Comnission Staff. 

One of the purposes of this visit was to gain information in regards to the complaint of an 
extended outage on the City's electric distribution system affecting Global Polymer Ind~~stries, 
Inc. (GPI). Additionally, the site visit was used to develop an understanding of the City's 
Operation and Maintenance activities for its electric system. 

Participants during the visit included: 

** Michael Jenkins, P.E. -Power Delivery Associates 
** Bob Knadle -SD P~~b l i c  Utilities Coinmission 
**  Martin Bettrnann -SD Public Utilities Colnmission 
**  Aniel Redfish -Mayor, City of Arlington 
**  Regene Loha11 -Forenlan, City of Arlington 
**  Bradley Bunker - Councilman, City of Arlington 
** Tim Muellenb~u-g -Heartland Consumer Power 
** Kevin L. Karel -Kingsb~~y  Electric Cooperative 
**  Larry Jensen -Kingsbury Electric Cooperative 

The following information outlines findings for inquires by PDA targeting specific conceim of 
the filed complaint: 

Inquiry: What was the date and time for the outage associated with the filed complaint and 
referenced as the Nursing Home Power O~~tage? 

Finding: The City did not have any information available at the time of the visit that 
documented the outage but remembered the outage being in the late summer or early 
fall of 2005. The outage was referenced to have occurred in the evening l lo~rs  around 
8:00 p.m. 

Inquiry: How was the outage detected by the City? 

Finding: The Mayor indicated that a fire call was received from the Nursing Home as well as a 
call from GPI. 

Inquiry: How many total custoiners were affected by the o~ltage? 

Finding: The N~rsing Home, GPI and approximately four additional residential customers were 
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affected by the outage. 

Inquiry: 

Finding: 

Inquiry: 

Finding: 

Inquiry: 

Finding: 

Inquiry: 

Finding: 

Inquiry: 

Finding: 

Inquiry: 

Finding: 

What is the dispatch procedure for a typical o~~tage? 

Customers report their outages directly to City Hall d~u-ing the day. After hours, 
outages are telephoned directly to either the Mayor or someone who is on call. 

How many service personnel are normally on d~lty? 

The City does not have any electrical system employees. The City contracts the 
operation of its electric distribution system to Kingsbusy Electric Cooperative. 
Kingsbury provides one employee who is dedicated to the City's operation. This 
employee is primarily the repairman b~lt  the Mayor or another City employee may in 
fact be the first responder. 

Who responded to the outage? 

The Mayor, the Kingsb~u-y Electric Cooperative employee, and a councilman 
responded to the o~ltage. 

What was the experience level of the responding personnel? 

Only the Kingsbury Electric Cooperative employee was a qualified lineman. 

What was the assessment in the field? 

The City assessed that the Ntu-sing Home Center and building was not on fire bt~t  
instead the electrical service conductors serving the premise was experiencing a high 
impedance fault and creating an electrical fire around the overhead service wire. To 
extinguish the fire, the pad-mo~mted underground transformer serving the overhead 
service had to be de-energized. The Kingsbury lineman tried opening the bayonet style 
overcurrent protective filses b ~ ~ t  the internal transformer oil was overflowing from the 
filse well and could not be opened. The decision was made to disconnect the primary 
s~lpply cables from the transformer which would de-energize the transformer. The 
disconnection of these cables however intessupted service to GPI as the primary feeder 
cables to GPI loop tlu-ougl~ the 75-KVA nursing home transfornler. 

What was the process in getting the power restored? 

The decision was made by the City to concentrate all efforts on repairing the 
secondary service to the n~u-sing home and not utilize any time to back feeding the 
Industrial Park and GPI. Although in the evening, weather conditions were hot and the 
o~ltage was after dark and the nursing home was apparently not equipped with 
adequate emergency back~~p  power needed to provide basic medical needs, and due to 
the City's limited manpower, the City wanted to restore power to the nursing home as 
soon as possible. 
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Inquiry: 

Finding: 

Inquiry: 

Finding: 

Inquiry: 

Finding: 

Inquiry: 

Finding: 

Inquiry: 

Finding: 

Inquiry: 

Finding: 

Inquiry: 

Finding: 

Inquiry: 

Finding: 

Did all of the customers remain out of power until the outage was completely 
repaired? 

The Industrial Pask which only has GPI as a tenant and the other 3 to 4 residential 
customers did remain out of power during the restoration process. 

Did GPI contact the City about the outage? 

The Mayor indicated that GPI called him at the beginning of the outage and prior to 
him responding to the nursing home. However, the power to GPI was not intelmpted 
until the City disconnected the ~mrsing home transformer after arriving on the fire call 
scene. 

What reports and advice did the City give GPI regarding the outage? 

The Mayor indicated that he did not talk with GPI again dming the outage. The Mayor 
said that he made a couple of trips to the GPI facilities but no-one was available. 

Is there a contingency plan in place for GPI? 

The City has built into their electric distribution system the capability of back feeding 
the Industrial Park and GPI. However, there is not a documented contingency plan in 
place that provides guidance of when or how to address a back feed operation for GPI. 

How many electric customers does the City serve? 

The City serves approxin~ately 450 electric customers with the grain elevators, Super 8 
Motel and the public scl~ool being the additional large power customers. 

How many miles of distribution line does the City operate? 

The City does not have a record of their facilities but estimates the electrical system is 
comprised of 10 to 15 miles of distribution line. 

How many substations does the City operate? 

The City provides electric service to its customers with 2-substations with two 
distribution feeders fiom each substation. 

What does the City own at the substation, i.e. high-side, power transformer, low-side, 
protective equipment, etc? 

The City owns the entire substation components including the high-side facilities and 
transmission line tap. However, East River Electric Cooperative is contracted by the 
City to maintain these facilities. 
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Inquiry: 

Finding: 

Inquiry: 

Finding: 

Inquiry: 

Finding: 

Inquiry: 

Finding: 

Inquiry: 

Finding: 

Iaquiry : 

Finding: 

Inquiry: 

Finding: 

Inquiry: 

Finding: 

Inquiry: 

Finding: 

Inquiry: 

Who operates the transmission system? 

The City owns two, I-mile radial 69-IN transmission line taps. Each radial tap serves 
one of the City's substations. The transmission grid from which the City taps are 
derived is owned by East River Electric Cooperative. 

What are the operating voltages for the City system? 

The entire distribution system is operated at 41 6012400-wye voltage. 

What is the transfoimer rating of the substation serving GPI? 

The base rating of the station power transformer is 2,000 KVA. 

What is the maximum station pealt experienced by the substation serving GPI? 

Information was not available at the meeting but the pealt was estimated at 1,300 1tW 
with a total system peak of 2,700 1tW. 

What are the operating voltages of the substation serving GPI? 

The voltage rating of the station is 6914.1 I*. 

What is the high-side protective device at the substation serving GPI? 

Both substations are protected with expulsion filses on the high-side of the 
transformers. 

What types of distribution feeder protective devices are installed at the substation 
serving GPI? 

Each substation has two distribution feeders exiting the station and each feeder is 
protected with oil filled hydraulically controlled reclosers. 

What is the distribution feeder voltage for the feeder serving GPI? 

Each feeder operates at 4.1 -kV. 

What is the feeder conductor size of the feeder serving GPI? 

Each feeder exiting the substations are ~mderground and has 410 aluminum, 1.5-ltV, 
220-mil insulated jacketed cable installed. 

What types of down-line feeder protective devices ase installed on the distribution 
feeder serving GPI? 
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Finding: 

Inq~lir y : 

Finding: 

Inquiry: 

Finding: 

Inquiry: 

Finding: 

Inq~lir y : 

Finding: 

Inquiry: 

Findings: 

Inquiry: 

Finding: 

Inq~liry : 

Finding: 

The only down line protective devices installed are overhead protective filses where 
imderground-to-overhead taps are derived from the ~mdergsound distrib~~tion system. 

What is the electrical distance from the s~lbstation to GPI? 

Exact measurements were not available but associations between city block distances 
and the electric s~lpply ro~lte were made and an estimate of XI - mile was made. 

What is the total electrical distance of the feeder serving GPI? 

The distrib~~tion feeder ends at the Industrial Park where GPI is located so the total 
distance is approximately XI - mile. 

What and when was the last maintenance completed on the substation serving GPI? 

The last substation maintenance was completed by East River Electric Cooperative 2- 
years ago. East River completed standard maintenance on the substation bus 
regulators. 

What are the f~lture maintenance or expansion plans for the s~lbstation serving 
GPI? 
There are no scheduled upgrades for the substation directly serving GPI. However, the 
City has scheduled a 1,500 KVA to 3,000 KVA transformer upgrade for its alternate 
substation. This s~lbstation tlpgrade is planned for the fall of 2006. 

What are the secondary voltages for the GPI transformers? 

There are two transformers serving the main man~lfact~lring building for which the 
complaint has been filed. Each of the two transforiners provides three-phase 1201240 
four wire delta volts. 

What is the electric connectivity relationship of the Nursing Home transfonner to 
GPI's feeder? 

The undergro~lnd feeder from the substation runs directly thsougl~ the 75-ltva 
transfonner at the nursing home. The nursing home transformer is equipped with loop 
feed bushings and the City is passing the primary feeder supply to GPI through the 
transformer. 

Is the N~ming Home transformer equipped with protective devices to isolate it from 
the GPI feeder in the event of a failure or overload? 

The 75-kva transformer is equipped with bayonet style high-side protective fuses. 
These filses are designed to disconnect the primary s~lpply from the transfonner 
primary winding and core if a fa~llt or overc~u-sent is developed by the transformer. 
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However, these fuses did not activate and disconnect the transformer during the 
nursing home service wire fire. The nursing home electrical fire appears to have been 
a ligh impedance fault wlich did not produce enough fault c~ment  to activate the 
internal transfosmer fi~ses. As a reminder, the electrical service fault did not intem~pt 
service to GPI; the service to GPI was intel-supted when the City disconnected the 
feeder cables from the transformer to intessupt the electrical sewice fault. 

Inquiry: What was the ruling on the concern that the Nursing Home transformer was damaged 
during the fire? 

Finding: The concern about the Nursing Hoine transforiner is that it incussed damage to its 
insulating oil during the fire in 2005. Again, the Nmsing Home fire was not a structure 
fire but a melt down of the overhead electrical conductors serving the Nussing Hoine 
facilities. The energy driving this fire was generated from the 75-kva transformer in 
question. During the response to the fire, the Kingsbury Electric employee attempted 
to interrupt power to the transfonner by disengaging and removing the under-oil 
bayonet fuses from the open port. This overflow of oil was due to pressures developed 
from normal reaction to the electrical load of the high impedance fault that was active 
at that time. It is not uncommon even under normal conditions for the intemal 
transformer oil to overflow from the transfornler when the bayonet fi~ses are removed. 

Inquiry: Is there an alternate source of service for GPI from the City? 

Finding: The City does provide an alternate supply source to GPI and the Industrial Business 
Park. The City has a feeder that ends at the Industrial Park from its second substation 
which is electrically 1.5-miles away. The altemate feeder can be manually connected 
to the onsite supply to GPI through a series of switching operations of the 
underground cable system. 

Inquiry: For the alternate source, what is the substation transformer rating? 

Finding: The alternate substation currently has a 1,500 KVA power transformer installed but is 
scheduled to be upgraded to a 3,000 KVA unit in the fall of 2006. 

Inquiry: What is the inaxilnuln station peak for the alteimate source? 

Finding: Individual substation information was not available from tlle City. However, tlle City 
combined peak is 2,700 1tW and based upon the City's load control system, the total 
load is split evenly between the two substations. Therefore, the estimated load on the 
alternate substation is 1,350 kW. 

Inquiry: How is the alternate feeder interconnected with the normal GPI service? 

Finding: The altemate feeder is in a parked position inside an underground junction cabinet 
located at the Industrial Park site. The primary supply cables serving GPI mnust be 
discoimected at the junction cabinet, placed in a parked position and the alternate 
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feeder cables then connected to s~lpply cables to GPI. 

Inquiry: What has the City implemented since the Nursing Home Outage to better improve 
sesvice reliability and improve restoration time? 

Finding: No major changes to the City's electric system serving GPI or its operational 
procedures have been implemented. 

Inquiry: How are the GPI services metered? 

Finding: Each GPI service is metered with a transfosmer rated meter system installed at each of 
the GPI service transformers. 

Inquiry: Who owns the revenue meters? 

Finding: The City of Arlington owns the metering equipment at the GPI facilities. 

Inquiry: What types of meters ase used? 

Finding: The transformer rated meters are ABB electronic and programmable style meters. 

Inquiry: How ase the meters read each month? 

Finding: The City utilizes metering sokware provided by GPI to read the meters each month. 

Inquiry: Is the City okay with totalized metering that synchronizes the demand intervals of 
each meter into one single summed interval? 

Finding: The City uses the metering software to totalize the meter readings of the primary 
manufacturing facility to provide GPI with a single coincident demand charge. 
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Attachment 2 
Global Polymer Industries Site Visit Evaluation and Findings 

Global Polymer Industries, Inc. versus City of Arlington, South Daltota 
July 24,2006 

On July 24, 2006, a site visit was conducted with Global Polymer Industries by Power Delivery 
Associates, Inc., consulting Expert for the South Dakota Public Utilities Commission and 
Commission Staff. 

One of the purposes of this visit was to gain infoimation about the Nulrsing Home outage and its 
effect on Global Polymer Industries (GPI). Additionally, the site visit was used to develop an 
understanding of GPI's manufactwing processes and the sensitivity to power outages and 
interruptions. 

Participants during the visit included: 

+ Michael Jenkins, PE -Power Delivery Associates 
+ Bob Knadle -SD Public Utilities Commission 
+ Martin Bettmann -SD Public Utilities Commission 
+ Todd Hulltimer -President, Global Polymer Industries 
+ Dan Palli -Vice President, Global Polymer Ind~lstries 

The following information outlines findings for inquires by Power Delivery Associates targeting 
specific concerns of the filed complaint: 

Inquiry: What was the date and time for the outage associated with the filed complaint and 
referenced as the Nursing Home Power Outage? 

Finding: GPI did not have a record of the outage but remembered the outage being in late 
summer, 2005. The outage occurred in the evening hours as it was dark and GPI 
employees had to move from the manufact~u-ing facilities to their cars. 

Inquiry: Were both plant facilities interrupted with the outage? 

Finding: Yes, all of GPI's operation was shutdown with the outage. 

Inquiry: Did GPI notify the City of the Outage? 

Finding: GPI attempted to telephone the City but no one could be reached. After not being able 
to reach the City on the telephone, one of GPI's managers drove around town and 
found the Mayor to notify him of the outage. 

Inquiry: How long into the outage was it before a notification attempt was made to the City? 

Finding: Within minutes of the outage, GPI began trying to contact the City. 
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Inquiry: 

Finding: 

Inquiry: 

Finding: 

Inquiry: 

Finding: 

Inquiry: 

Finding: 

Inquiry: 

Finding: 

Have there been any additional sustained outages since tlle Nursing Home Outage? 

No. 

What type of equipment is installed for the manufacturing processes that are adversely 
affected wit11 a power outage? 

In the primary manufacturing facility, GPI uses approximately 52-molding machines 
to form and produce the UHMW-PE materials. The molding machines combine 
llydraulic compression with heating elements to produce high levels of pressure and 
heat to mold tlle polyethylene resin into designed products. 

Each of the molding process, the hydraulic press and heating system is controlled by a 
Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) wllicll is a computer based system. If there is a 
loss of power, even momentarily, the computer program or setup for the machine is 
lost. When a molding manufacturing process is underway and a loss of PLC program 
occurs, the process IIILIS~ be abosted and restarted. When a molding process is aborted, 
the product is lost plus the machine must be placed tlxough a series of cool-down and 
cleaning processes before it can be restarted. 

In GPI's tooling and post molding facility, GPI uses several computer controlled 
milling machines and processes. The affects of a power blink or outage creates similar 
problems as in the molding processes. 

Does GPI have any protection equipment installed on their facilities to prevent loss of 
computer system setups during a PQ event? 

GPI does not have any backup equipment installed for the computer based equipment. 
At the present time, each of the 52-molding machines are served with an individual 
brancll circuit which supplies power for both the molding process and computerized 
control circuitry. By far, the power requirement for the molding process of each 
machine is in11c11 greater than the control system. The two separate power 
requirements of each machine can be separated. 

Is there any record of momentary outages or bliida? 

GPI does not keep a log or record of power quality problems. GPI could not remember 
a power quality problem within the last several montl~s. 

Is there any equipment installed to monitor and/or record PQ events at the GPI 
facilities? 

There is not any PQ monitoring equipment at tlle GPI facilities. However, the PLC 
controllers for the molding machines are equipped with control set-point alarms. If the 
monitored variables of voltage and current vary beyond their PLC setup levels for the 
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specific molding process, the PLC alanns the operator. If a variance in the power 
supply voltage occ~m,  the operating set-points of the molding machine vary creating 
an operator alarm. 

Inquiry: How long has GPI been a customer with the City of Arlington? 

Finding: GPI first began operations and received electric service from the City in 1993. This 
service was at a different location on the City's system. In 1995, GPI expanded and 
moved their operation to the Industrial Park. 

Inquiry: How long was GPI a customer of the City when it decided to expand its operation at 
the Industrial Park? 

Finding: In 1997, GPI decided to expand its manufacturing facility by constructing a new 
manufacturing addition to its existing building. In 2003, GPI expanded its operation 
again by moving some of its inanufact~u.ing processes into an existing building across 
the street in the Industrial Park. 

Inquiry: What expansion plans are on the horizon for GPI? 

Finding: GPI is planning to expand its operation with the addition of 36 molding presses and 
associated manufact~~ring processes. GPI is planning tlis expansion witlin the next 
24-months. 

Inquiry: Will GPI need additional service locations for this expansion? 

Finding: Yes, an additional building will be constructed near the primary manufacturing facility 
of GPI. 
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